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Cortical involvement in the evolution-favored automatic reaction to
danger was studied. Electrical neural activity was recorded from 31
subjects, reporting fear of spiders, at 60 scalp locations. Visual stimuli
containing spiders (negative elements) or, alternatively, nonnegative
elements were presented to subjects, though they were unaware of their
presence: a concurrent visual detection task using consciously perceived
targets was administered. Spatial and temporal principal component
analyses were employed to define and quantify, in a reliable manner, the
main components of the neuroelectrical response to unconscious stimuli,
and a source localization algorithm provided information on their neural
origin. Results indicated that around 150 ms after stimulus onset,
ventromedial prefrontal areas previously reported as responding
rapidly to danger-related (conscious) stimuli were activated by unconsciously perceived spiders more markedly than by nonnegative unconscious stimuli. Subsequently, around 500 ms after stimulus onset,
activation of the posterior cingulate and visual association cortices
increased in this same direction. These data support previous results
indicating that the ventromedial prefrontal cortex is involved in the topdown regulation of attention (through its capability to modulate the
activity of posterior cortices in charge of visual processing) and that it
automatically facilitates danger processing.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
More than any other type of stimulation, dangers require
processing and response resources to be intensely and urgently
mobilized. Evolutionary success needs then nervous system to
guarantee this mobilization even when recognition of danger clues
is difficult and does not reach awareness (e.g., they are brief,
occluded, or with poor contrast). In fact, experimental data from
human subjects show that unconsciously perceived negative
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images (e.g., snakes, spiders, or angry faces) elicit significant
cognitive, vegetative, and motor responses. For example, these
stimuli increase skin conductance response (Esteves and Öhman,
1993; Öhman and Soares, 1993), influence facial expression
(Dimberg et al., 2000), facilitate the detection of forthcoming
events (Bradley et al., 2000; Mogg and Bradley, 1999), and
negatively affect the subjective evaluation of other elements of the
environment (Berrigde and Winkielman, 2003; Murphy and
Zajonc, 1993).
The involvement of the amygdala in these reactions to danger
seems obvious since this subcortical structure, capable of organizing
rapid reactions to danger (even without the participation of the
cerebral cortex; e.g., LeDoux, 1998), is able to respond to
unconsciously perceived negative stimuli (Morris et al., 1998;
Whalen et al., 1998). However, it is impossible to understand the
wide and rich range of consequences elicited by unconscious danger,
mainly those of a cognitive nature, if the intervention of the cerebral
cortex is not assumed. Cortical mechanisms specializing in the
processing of danger have, nevertheless, scarcely been studied. The
main candidates are those cortical areas receiving inputs from the
amygdala, such as the visual cortex (see a review on amygdalinevisual connections in LeDoux, 1998) or the prefrontal cortex (see a
review in Bar, 2003). Indeed, though using consciously perceived
stimuli only, some studies show a greater and/or more rapid response
in these areas to emotionally negative than to nonnegative
stimulation (prefrontal cortex: Kawasaki et al., 2001; Northoff et
al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2000; visual cortex: Carretié et al., 2001;
Mourao-Miranda et al., 2003; Simpson et al., 2000).
The present research aimed to explore whether the prefrontal
cortex and/or visual cortex, candidate cortical areas for intervening
in reactions to danger, are activated even in response to stimuli
presented under conditions of restricted awareness. The use of
unconscious stimuli ensures that the observed neural reaction to
them (if it is produced) is purely automatic, noncontrolled, as
would be expected in neural mechanisms specializing in coping
urgently with danger. Due to the very short latency of cortical
responses to emotional stimuli (beginning around 100–150 ms;
Kawasaki et al., 2001; Holmes et al., 2003; Carretié et al., 2004),
neural activity needs to be studied by means of a temporally agile
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signal. In particular, we recorded event-related potentials (ERPs),
which achieve a temporal resolution unattainable by brain-related
hemodynamic signals.
Materials and methods
Subjects
Thirty-one students (23 women) from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, with an age range of 20–31 years (mean = 21.35,
SD = 2.32), took part in this experiment. They participated
voluntarily and reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual
acuity. These subjects were selected from a wider sample of 87
volunteers, as those who reported fear of spiders (they scored over
6 on a 0—nil fear—to 10—maximum fear—scale of fears of
different animals, objects, and situations).
Stimuli and procedure
Each presentation contained a set of visual elements, some of
them remaining outside the subject’s awareness (procedures
employed to achieve this are described below) and others being
consciously perceived, all in black on a white background (Fig. 1).
Out-of-awareness elements were of two types: Spiders (i.e.,
frightening or aversive for the subjects, who had reported fear of
spiders, as explained in the Subjects section) and dNonspidersT
(nonfrightening). Nonspider stimuli consisted of two different
images: butterflies and snowflakes (Fig. 1). Using a single image
for this category would be methodologically incorrect since
possible Spider vs. Nonspider differences could not be exclusively
due to their different emotional meaning but to other factors (e.g.,
physical characteristics, cognitive categorization, familiarity, etc.).
On the other hand, creating a control category formed by different
images ensures that neural reactions to the specific characteristics
of each of these stimuli are neutralized, while reactions to their
common characteristic (i.e., their nonfrightening condition) stand
out.1 Thus, one of the two Nonspider images (butterflies) had more
physical complexity (spatial frequency variability) than Spiders
(snowflakes) and the other had less complexity.2 Moreover, since
these stimuli combined animals (butterflies) and nonanimals
(snowflakes), the influence of concept- or category-related
cognitive differences with respect to Spiders was also minimized.
Other important nonemotional factors such as familiarity probably
differ, also, between butterflies and snowflakes.
We combined four different strategies to ensure that subjects
were unaware of spiders and nonspider elements (Fig. 1). First,
stimuli were presented briefly (50 ms). Second, while subjects
were required to look at the center of the screen, these elements
appeared peripherally, forming a frame on the screen (48 wide; the
size of the inner part of the frame was 34.48  24.78). Third, they
were partially hidden by uniform black noise (129.63% on the
Adobe Photoshop 7.0R scale). The effect of this noise was the
elimination of high spatial frequencies in the frame elements: edges
1
In ERP terms, when responses to two (or more) different stimuli are
averaged jointly, the correct signal-to-noise ratio is achieved only by those
processes which are common to both stimuli (which appear in 100% of
trials), but not by those specific (irrelevant in this study) for each stimuli
(50% of trials).
2
The analysis on the physical complexity of these stimuli is available
at http://www.uam.es/carretie/nimg05.htm.

Fig. 1. (a) Example of stimulus: spider-framed stimulus with a digit over 5.
(b) Discrete elements forming the frames in each type of stimuli (spider and
nonspider framed).

or fine details were dblurred.T And fourth, they were unattended
(lack of attention to a stimulus, or binattentional blindness,Q hinders
its conscious perception; Mack and Rock, 1998): the task required
participants to attend to a (noise-free) number, 3.78 high, that
appeared in the center of the screen (2, 4, 7, or 9). Participants had
to press a key with the right hand when this central number was
under 5, and a different key, also with the right hand, when it was
over 5.
All subjects were indeed subjectively unaware of the elements
forming the frames (spiders, butterflies, or snowflakes). At the end
of the experiment, participants were asked bDid you see any frame
around the number? Q Seventeen out of the 31 giving a negative
response. For those answering affirmatively, the second question
was bDid you see any particular element in it?Q Six participants
responded negatively. The rest of the subjects (eight) were asked to
describe what they saw, though none of them reported having
detected any of the three critical elements: bI don’t knowQ (n = 2),
dots (n = 2), geometrical patterns (n = 2), plants (n = 1), and lines
(n = 1). The advantages and validity of using subjective indices of
awareness have been repeatedly defended (see Chalmers, 2001;
Dehaene and Naccache, 2001; Merikle and Daneman, 2000;
Merikle et al., 2001; Weiskrantz, 1997 on the comparison of
subjective and objective methods; there are no reports of
significant differences between the two). In order to avoid the
task becoming an oddball paradigm,3 spiders, butterflies, and
snowflakes each represented 1/3 of the 96 presentations. Within
each of these three types, the proportion of stimuli with each of the
four numbers (2, 4, 7, or 9) was the same (25%). Intertrial interval
was 3000 ms. Order of presentation of Spider- and Non-spiderframed images was random.
3
The oddball paradigm consists of the unequal presentation of
different discrete (not meta-categorical, as present dnonspidersT) stimuli:
some of them (called dstandardsT) are presented more times than others
doddsT or ddeviantsT). Typically, deviants elicit higher amplitudes than
standards in some ERP components, a phenomenon that would constitute
an interference in the present study.
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After the recording sessions, and with the aim of analyzing
whether the emotional charge of Spider and Nonspider images was
that supposed a priori (i.e., frightening and nonfrightening,
respectively), each subject filled out a bidimensional scaling test
for each type of picture, assessing its levels of valence ( 2,
negative to 2, positive, being the extremes) and arousal ( 2,
calming to 2, arousing), two affective dimensions that are widely
considered to explain the principal variance of emotional meaning
(Lang et al., 1993; Osgood et al., 1957; Russell, 1979; Smith and
Ellsworth, 1985). Results and analyses of these questionnaires will
be described below.
Recording and data analysis
Electroencephalographic data were recorded using an electrode
cap (ElectroCap International) with tin electrodes. A total of 60
scalp locations homogeneously distributed all over the scalp were
used. All scalp electrodes, as well as one electrode at the left
mastoid (M1), were originally referenced to one electrode at the
right mastoid (M2). For the entire sample of electrodes, originally
M2-referenced data were rereferenced offline using the average of
the mastoids (M1 and M2) method.
Electrooculographic (EOG) data were recorded supra- and infraorbitally (vertical EOG) and from the left versus right orbital rim
(horizontal EOG). Electrode impedances were always kept below
3 kV. A band-pass of 0.1–50 Hz (3 dB points for 6 dB/octave rolloff) was used for the recording amplifiers. The channels were
continuously digitizing data at a sampling rate of 250 Hz for the
duration of complete recording session. The continuous recording
was divided into 960 ms epochs for each trial, beginning 200 ms
before the target onset. A visual inspection was also carried out,
eliminating epochs with eye movements or blinks. Additionally,
trials in which participants pressed the wrong key were deleted for
analyses. This artifact and error rejection led to the average
elimination of 5.387 spider-framed trials (SEM = 0.507) and
6.560 non-spider-framed trials (SEM = 0.419). ERP averages were
categorized according to each type of stimulus (Spider and
Nonspider framed).
Results
Fig. 2 shows six grand averages for each stimulus condition once
the baseline (prestimulus recording) had been subtracted from each
ERP. These grand averages correspond to a selection of frontal and
posterior sites, were experimental effects (described later) showed
the highest significance. Though the conscious elements of the
stimulation did not vary across stimulus categories (the ERPs
showing, consequently, an expectable similarity), these averages
show effects (signaled as dP150T and dN500T) related to the different,
subjectively unconscious elements of the stimuli. As explained
below, statistical analyses confirm the significance of these effects.
In statistical tests involving analyses of variance (ANOVAs), the
Greenhouse–Geisser (GG) epsilon correction was applied to adjust
the degrees of freedom of the F ratios where necessary. In all cases,
ANOVAs involved fully balanced factorial designs.
Detection and quantification of ERP components: temporal
principal component analysis
Components explaining most ERP variance were detected and
quantified through a covariance-matrix-based temporal principal
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component analysis (tPCA). This technique has been repeatedly
recommended for these tasks since the exclusive use of traditional
visual inspection of grand averages and voltage computation may
lead to several types of misinterpretation (Chapman and McCrary,
1995; Coles et al., 1986; Donchin and Heffley, 1978; Fabiani et al.,
1987). The main advantage of tPCA is that it presents each ERP
component with its dcleanT shape, extracting and quantifying it free
of the influences of adjacent or subjacent components (traditional
grand averages often show components in a distorted way and may
even fail to show some of them). The decision on the number of
components to select was based on the scree test (Cliff, 1987).
Extracted components were submitted to varimax rotation.
Following this selection criterion, nine components were extracted
from ERPs (Fig. 3).
Analyses on the experimental effects
The next task was to detect any effect of the unconscious
elements of the stimuli (Spiders and Nonspiders) on the nine
components extracted by tPCA. For this purpose, ANOVAs on
temporal factor scores were carried out. Factor scores, the parameter
(resulting from the PCA) in which temporal factors or components
are quantified, are calculated for each individual ERP, and reflect the
amplitude of each component. Factors were Stimuli (two levels:
spiders and nonspiders) and Recording channels (58 levels). The
effect of Stimuli alone was significant in Factor 6 [ F(1,30) = 5.06,
P b 0.05], and Factor 5 showed a significant effect of the interaction
Stimuli by Recording channels [ F(57,1710) = 5.69, GG epsilon =
0.60, P b 0.0025]. In both cases, amplitudes were higher in
response to Spider than in response to Nonspider stimuli. Fig. 4
shows mean factor scores of Factors 5 and 6 for each electrode
location in the form of scalp maps. Factor peak latency and
topography characteristics (see Figs. 3 and 4) associate Factor 6
(peaking at 152 ms) with the wave labeled bP150Q in grand
averages (Fig. 2) and Factor 5 (peaking at 504 ms) with that
labeled bN500Q. These labels will be employed hereafter to make
the results easier to understand.
Fig. 4 suggests that these components have two regions of
distribution, one anterior and the other posterior (positive or red in
the case of P150, negative or blue in the case of N500). In order to
test which of these regions contributed more to explaining the
experimental effects, separate ANOVAs were carried out for each
of these scalp regions. Spatial PCAs (sPCAs) were carried out on
P150 and N500 temporal factor scores (directly related to
amplitudes, as already explained) in order to configure and
quantify these regions. This system is preferable to the traditional,
a priori subdivision into geometrically defined scalp regions
(Carretié et al., 2003; Spencer et al., 1999), since sPCA demarcates
them according to the real behavior of each scalp-point recording
(basically, each region or spatial factor is formed with the scalp
points where recordings tend to covary). As a result, the shape of
the sPCA-configured regions is functionally based and scarcely
resembles the shape of the traditional, geometrically configured
regions. Moreover, each spatial factor can be quantified through
the spatial factor scores, a single parameter that reflects the
amplitude of the whole spatial factor. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
sPCAs extracted both a frontal and a posterior spatial factor for
each component (P150 and N500; Fig. 6).
Repeated-measures ANOVAs on these P150 and N500 spatial
factors with respect to Stimuli were carried out (two levels: Spiders
and Nonspiders). For P150, results indicated that it is the frontal
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Fig. 2. Mean responses to the two types of stimuli at a selection of frontal (a) and posterior (b) sites were the experimental effects (described in the text) are
easily distinguishable. Scales appear in Fz and O1, respectively.

spatial factor [ F(1,30) = 4.659, P b 0.05], not the posterior factor
( P N 0.05), that is sensitive to factor Stimuli. For N500, analyses
showed the opposite trend: the posterior factor is sensitive to
factor Stimuli [ F(1,30) = 7.93, P b 0.01] but not the frontal factor
( P N 0.05). Spiders elicit higher amplitudes than Nonspiders in
both P150 (Spiders = 0.072, SEM = 0.185; Nonspiders = 0.072,
SEM = 0.176) and N500 (in this negative component, amplitude
increases as negativity increases: Spiders = 0.165, SEM = 0.193;
Nonspiders = 0.165, SEM = 0.163).

Source localization analyses
Next step was to three-dimensionally localize the cortical
regions that are sensitive to the experimental effects (it should be
frontally located for P150, and posterior located for N500,
according to the analyses described above). Low-resolution brain
electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) was applied for P150 and
N500 factor scores (directly related to amplitudes, as already
explained). LORETA is a 3D, discrete linear solution for the EEG
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Fig. 3. tPCA: factor loadings after varimax rotation. Temporal Factors 6 (P150) and 5 (N500), which are sensitive to the experimental effects, is drawn in black.

inverse problem (Pascual-Marqui, 1999; Pascual-Marqui et al.,
1994). Though, in general, solutions provided by EEG-based
source-localization algorithms should be interpreted with caution
due to their potential error margins, LORETA solutions have
shown significant correspondence with those provided by functional magnetic resonance imaging in the same tasks (Vitacco et al.,
2002), their error margin being modest (14 mm; Pascual-Marqui,
1999; Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994). Moreover, the large sample
size employed in the present study (n = 31) contributes to diminish
this error margin. In its current version, LORETA refers to a threeshell spherical model registered to the Talairach human brain atlas
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The solution is given, therefore, in

three coordinates: dxT is the distance in millimeters to the right (+)
or left ( ) of midline, dyT is the distance anterior (+) or posterior
( ) to the anterior commissure, and dzT is the distance above (+) or
below ( ) a horizontal plane through the anterior and posterior
commissures.
In order to diminish the influence of noisy, irrelevant activity in
calculations, LORETA was applied on the Spider minus Nonspider
differential factor scores. Table 1 and Fig. 6 show the main sources
of activity for P150 and N500. As may be appreciated, P150
presents a ventromedial prefrontal source together with a visual
association cortex source. As explained (see previous section),
ANOVAs suggest that the prefrontal source, but not the visual
cortex source, is sensitive to the emotional content of the
unconscious stimulation. On the other hand, main sources of
N500 are all posterior located, and according to ANOVAs they are
responsible of the sensitivity of this component to the experimental
treatment.
Behavior and control analyses
Firstly, number of errors (i.e., incorrect button presses) and
reaction times (RTs)4 for correct answers were analyzed in order to
test whether the subjectively unconscious elements affected
execution in the distracting task (i.e., categorization of the central
numbers; see Table 2). Paired t tests were carried out in both cases,
the results being nonsignificant ( P N 0.05) for both RTs
(t = 1.63) and errors (t = 1.19). Secondly, statistical analyses
were carried out on valence and arousal assessments (see Stimuli
and procedure section) in order to confirm that Spider stimuli preQ
sented higher emotional arousal and more negativity than Nonspider stimuli. Table 3 shows the means and standard error of
means of both dimensions for each type of image. One-way
repeated measures ANOVAs were computed, using Stimuli (two
levels: Spiders, Nonspiders) as factor. These ANOVAs yielded sigQ
nificant differences in both valence and arousal [ F(1,39) = 409.06,

Fig. 4. Temporal factors 6 (P150) and 5 (N500): mean factor scores
(directly related to amplitudes) for each of the 58 electrode locations in the
form of scalp maps.

4
Fortuitous responses (i.e., accidental button presses: RTs b 100 ms)
were not taken into account. This occurred in one single trial of three
different subjects. No RTs surpassing 1500 ms from the stimulus onset were
produced.
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Fig. 5. Spatial factors extracted for P150 and N500 through sPCA. An asterisk signals those spatial factors sensitive to the experimental treatment.

Fig. 6. Images of neural activity computed with LORETA for spider minus nonspider P150 and N500 factor scores. The main focuses are represented through
three orthogonal brain views in Talairach space, sliced through the region of the maximum activity. Left slice: axial, seen from above, nose up; center slice:
sagittal, seen from the left; right slice: coronal, seen from the rear. Talairach coordinates: x from left (L) to right (R); y from posterior (P) to anterior (A); z from
inferior to superior.
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Table 1
Main focuses provided by LORETA for spider minus nonspider P150 and
N500 factor scores
Talairach x, y, z
P150

3, 45,
4,

N500

6

67, 22
59,

32, 8

3,

39, 43

Anatomical location
Ventromedial prefrontal
cortex
Visual association cortex
(precuneus)
Visual association cortex
(superior temporal gyrus)
Posterior cingulate cortex

Talairach coordinates: x from left to right, y from posterior to anterior, z
from inferior to superior.

P b 0.001 and F(1,30) = 231.42, P b 0.001, respectively],
confirming that Spiders were more arousing and more negative
than Nonspider stimuli.
Finally, differences in frontal P150 and posterior N500
amplitudes (where the experimental effects were significant) in
response to the two Nonspider stimuli (butterflies and snowflakes)
were tested. If these differences were significant in any of both
components, then it could be concluded that, at least, part of the
observed Spider vs. Nonspider differences were due to nonemotional factors (such as physical complexity or cognitive category).
These analyses required new tPCA and sPCA including butterQ
flies and snowflakes separately. ANOVAs on frontal P150 and
posterior N500 factor scores showed no differences between
butterfly and snowflake conditions [ F(1,30) = 0.82, P N 0.05
and F(1,30) = 0.27, P N 0.05, respectively]. Therefore, nonemotional factors such as physical complexity or cognitive category are
not influencing the observed experimental effects.
Discussion
Temporal, spatial (even assuming the already mentioned
greatest margin of error), and statistical analyses show that the
activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC; the
junction area of medial prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortices) is
greater in response to unconsciously perceived danger than in
response to nonnegative unconscious stimulation. This differential
prefrontal activation is produced around 150 ms after stimulus
onset. Some previous studies using consciously perceived stimulation have also found rapid reactions (100–150 ms) of VMPFC
to emotionally negative stimuli (Kawasaki et al., 2001; Northoff et
al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2000). Interestingly, VMPFC response to
negative stimuli is specifically associated with danger-related
stimuli, such as anger faces, and not with other emotionally
negative stimuli, such as sad faces (Blair et al., 1999). These data
suggest that this prefrontal area is involved in the automatic
response to danger that, as explained in the Introduction, facilitates
survival. However, what is the particular role of the VMPFC in the
reaction to danger?

Table 2
Means and standard error of means (in brackets) of arousal number of errors
(incorrect button presses; percentages in square brackets) and reaction times
(RTs; in milliseconds)
Errors
RTs

Spider

Nonspider

0.581 (0.166) [1.816%]
461.935 (12.322)

0.823 (0.132) [2.572%]
467.322 (11.974)
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Table 3
Means and standard error of means (in brackets) of arousal ( 2, calming to
2, arousing) and valence ( 2, negative to 2, positive) assessments given by
the 31 subjects to the three types of stimulation
Spider
Arousal
Valence

1.710 (0.083)
1.710 (0.095)

Nonspider
0.690 (0.150)
1.274 (0.113)

Several previous studies and the present results suggest that it is
related to the top-down regulation of attention, through the
VMPFC’s capability to increase parietal and visual cortex
activation (Armony and Dolan, 2002; Bar, 2003; Hopfinger et
al., 2000; Sarter et al., 2001). The term dtop-downT may be applied
to those neural mechanisms triggered by nonsensory, high-level
neural circuits (such as prefrontal cortex) designed to enhance the
processing of relevant inputs by sensory, low-level cortical areas
(such as visual cortex). Reciprocally, neuroanatomical studies
show that VMPFC receives inputs both from early stages of visual
cortex (e.g., V2; see a review in Bar, 2003) and from dangerspecialized subcortical structures such as the amygdala (e.g.,
Vuilleumier, 2002). Thus, key, significant elements of the visual
scene can be rapidly extracted and detected by the VMPFC. This
prefrontal area may consequently ddecideT to increase the level of
attention. The initial visual information that reaches the VMPFC
may be poor in details (i.e., lacking high spatial frequencies, as in
the unconscious stimuli of the present experiment) but sufficient
for triggering attentional facilitation where necessary (Bar, 2003).
These early visual inputs to the VMPFC may explain its capability
to respond quickly (from 100 to 150 ms, as already indicated) to
danger-related stimulation (see also prefrontal ERP data obtained
by Eimer and Holmes, 2002; Holmes et al., 2003).
Is the VMPFC capable of triggering an increase in visual cortex
activation even when danger is perceived in conditions of restricted
awareness? The present results suggest an affirmative response.
Thus, 350 ms after activation of the VMPFC, several areas of
posterior cortex [involving the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and
the visual association cortex (VAC)] respond in the same direction to
the stimulation: they show their highest activation in response to
unconsciously perceived danger. Other studies have also demonstrated the capability of visual cortices to respond to unconscious
(though nonemotional) stimulation (see reviews in Dehaene and
Naccache, 2001; Kanwisher, 2001). The particular VAC area
activated in this phase, the superior temporal gyrus, has been
reported to participate in visual categorization (Culham, 2001),
nonword reading (Wydell et al., 2003), and number comparison
(Dehaene et al., 1996), processes needed in the present categorization task. The involvement of PCC in visual attention has been
reported in several studies (Bussey et al., 1997; Turak et al., 2002).
Particularly, some authors (Mesulam, 1981; Vuilleumier and
Schwartz, 2001) have proposed that the role of PCC in attentional
processes is to evaluate the affective valence of sensory events. In
fact, and in line with the present data, PCC increases its activation in
response to aversive visual stimuli (Fredrikson et al., 1995).
It may be concluded, firstly, that the present study supports the
idea, raised by several studies previously mentioned, that VMPFC
contribute to top-down regulation of attention. Secondly, present
data suggest that such a VMPFC top-down regulation may be
purely automatic and unconscious and that one of the results of this
mechanism, probably the most conspicuous from an evolutionary
point of view, is the facilitation of danger processing. It is
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important to indicate that though this automatic mechanism may be
triggered by unconscious danger, it should also be activated by
conscious danger in order to better facilitate survival. In fact, its
sensitivity to conscious danger is suggested by studies already
mentioned (Blair et al., 1999; Kawasaki et al., 2001; Northoff et
al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2000). The failure to find behavioral
indices (error rates and reaction times) of better conscious target
detection during Spider presentations does not necessarily contradict this conclusion. First, the visual detection task, designed
primarily to restrict the awareness with which the critical elements
were processed, was concurrent with the presentation of threatening elements. Studies showing danger-associated increase in the
detection of targets present them after, and not simultaneously
with, the threatening stimuli (Bradley et al., 2000; Mogg and
Bradley, 1999). Second, the presentation of emotional information
outside the spatial location where targets are being presented does
not facilitate their detection (Vuilleumier and Schwartz, 2001).
Further studies employing a wide range of experimental tasks and
designs, and recording methodologies that improve the spatial
resolution of EEG data, are necessary to advance in the definition
of the dautomatic systemT of response to danger.
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